
On the Numerical Solution of Sturm-Liouville

Differential Equations

1. Introduction. It is the purpose of this paper to use the well-known relation

that exists between a Sturm-Liouville differential equation together with its

boundary conditions and normalization condition and a problem in the calculus

of variations, to obtain an algebraic characteristic value problem from whose

solution we may obtain approximations to the characteristic values and character-

istic functions of the Sturm-Liouville equation. That is, we shall obtain approxi-

mations to the values of X and the functions y (x) satisfying the equation

(1.1) y" + (q(x) + \r(x))y = 0,

such that the boundary conditions

aiy(a) + a2y'(a) = 0

fry(ft) + ß2y'(b) = 0

and the normalization condition

(1.3) j   ry2dx = 1

are satisfied, where the prime denotes the derivative of y(x) with respect to x,

q and r being functions of x, and the latter function is required to be positive

over the interval

a < x < ft.

Equations of the form

(Py'Y + qy + \ry = 0

may be reduced to that of the form of equation (1.1) by a transformation of the

independent variable.

The equations (1.1) and (1.2) themselves may be approximated by a set of

linear algebraic equations as follows (cf., Hildebrand [1]). Let us use a set of

discrete values of x

Xi = a + ih   (i = 0, 1, • • •, N + 1)

ft — a

and define

y i = y(xù.
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Then we may approximate y' (x¡) = y/ and-y" (xt) = y" by means of finite differ-

ences of the y¿. We would then obtain a set of equations of the form

(1.4) Lijyj = Xuyi

for the unknowns X and y,-. That is, we would thus reduce the system of equations

(1.1) and (1.2) to an algebraic characteristic value problem. However the matrix

La would not in general be symmetric. Indeed as the order of the differences used

to replace the derivatives increases, the asymmetry of the matrix La increases.

This asymmetry occurs because the same type of difference formula cannot be

used at the ends of the interval (a,b) as in the interior of the interval.

If the matrix L<> is not symmetric, the reality of the values of X cannot be

guaranteed. Moreover the determination of the values of X such that equation

(1.4) has a solution is a much greater computational problem when £,# is an

asymmetric matrix than when it is a symmetric one. The methods that will be

used in the sequel to replace the system of equations (1.1) to (1.3) by an algebraic

characteristic value problem will always lead to symmetric matrices.

2. The Variational Problem. It is well known that equation (1.1) is the Euler

condition that the integral

(2.1) £ ((y')2 - qy2)dx

be an extremal where the functions y(x) satisfy equation (1.3).

Hence the system of equations (1.1) to (1.3) is equivalent to finding functions

y(x) subject to equations (1.2) such that the integral

(2.2) I(y) =   |    l(y')2 - qy2]dx - X f" ry2dx

is an extremum where X is a Lagrange multiplier and the functions y(x) are re-

stricted to satisfy the conditions (1.2).

Instead of dealing with the differential equation (1.1) we deal with the integral

(2.2). There are two methods that we shall consider: (1) approximating this

integral by using quadrature and finite difference formulas (Method I), and (2)

restricting the class of admissible functions to be made up of polynomial arcs

(Method II). The latter method is of course a variant of the Rayleigh-Ritz

method. However it differs from that method in that it uses a set of polynomials,

each of degree m, say, and each one defined over an interval x, < x < xi+i, to

represent an admissible function y (x) instead of an expansion of y (x) in terms of

a convenient orthonormal set of functions. The latter representation is required

to hold over the entire interval (a,ft) and many terms may be needed because of

the behavior of y(x) on a few of the intervals Xi < x < xi+i ; whereas in the former

representation we may use intervals of varying sizes or allow the admissible

function to be made up of polynomial arcs, where the degree of each arc need

not be the same.

3. Method I. In the discussion of this method we shall restrict ourselves to

the case where a2 = ß2 = 0 in equations (1.2). The discussion may be readily

modified to take care of more general boundary conditions.
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The first step is to obtain a finite difference approximation to (2.2). To do

this we introduce the quadrature formula

(3.1) I   <p(x)dx = E u>i<t>i + «i.
Ja i_0

where ei is the error in this formula. The weighting factors Wi for the functional

values <pi are to be determined later. We also introduce the formula

JV+l

(3.2) y{ = Â-1 E aaji + Vi    (i = 0, 1, • • •, N + 1)
1=0

which is a finite difference approximation to the first derivative at xt in terms of

the functional values y,-. The values of a„ are to be determined later also.

Using (3.1) and (3.2) we approximate the first integral in (2.2) obtaining

JV+l

l(yV - qy2]dx = E WiKy/Y - q<y?] + «i
a i=0

where

JV+l JV+l JV+l

= E Wi[hrl E o-ayi + i?.]2 -  E w,?,?,-2 + et
¡=0 j'=0 t—0

N+l JV+l

=   E   [Ä-2 E w&iflik — wjqj8jk]yjyk + (ii + e2)
],k—0 i—0

AT+l JV+l

£2 = E w,[2ij,A_1 E «.j-yy + »n2]
i=0 j—0

and 5yt is the Kronecker delta. Our equation becomes

(3.3) [(y')2 - qf]dx =   E  I«ft» + (ei + e2)
Ja ,-,t_0

if we set

JV+l

(3.4) Ljk = h~2 E w&ifli* — Wjq,8jk.

Likewise the second integral in (2.2) becomes

JV+l

E
i,k=0

Thus I(y) is approximated by the quadratic form

(3.5) I    ry2dx =   E wfßikyjyk + t3.
Ja i.k=0

JV+l JV+l

(3.6) F =  E ¿*?¿ft - x* E wpßikyjyk,
i.k—0 ;',*—0
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and if we insert the boundary conditions yo = yjv+i = 0 we obtain simply

JV JV

F =   E LjkViyk - X* E WjrjSjkyjyk.
j.k-1 i,k-l

The second step in our numerical method is to minimize the quadratic form.

This is a simple problem in the calculus and the necessary condition for a minimum

is that

dF       n N
— = E Ljkyk - X* E ■wjrj8jkyk = 0,
oy>      /c=i k-i

for j = 1, •••, N. This system of linear equations can be written in matrix

notation

(3.7) Ly - \*WRy = 0,

where L is a symmetric N X N matrix and WR is a diagonal one.

In order to put (3.7) in a form analogous to (1.1) we multiply through by

— i/wj, and if we define tjk to be

hk = - (\/w,)Ljk,

we can write

JV

E ljkyk + X*ryy,- = 0,
*=i

which becomes

Py + \*Ry = 0,

in matrix form. Using (3.4) and setting

Gj = 1/wjh2,

we can write tjk as

N+l

(3.8) tjk = — Gy E w&ifl* + q,-8jk.
«=0

We note that Z, and P are functions of w> and an from the approximation

formulas (3.1) and (3.2) respectively. In the next section a method will be

discussed for selecting w¡ and a,y so as to have P approximate the differential

operator

d2
"-£ + *■

to a specified order of approximation.

4. The Order of Approximation of the Method. It was stated in the last

section that the matrix operator P is to be an approximation to the differential

operator D2. We would like to specify the order of this approximation. However,

before doing so let us define what we mean by a certain "order of approximation"

in this case.
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In order to compare a differential operator with a matrix operator we need

to arrive at a common basis for comparison. To do this consider the vector

Siyi+yi"

Vl = çtiVi+y/

gjvyjv+yjv'

whose components are obtained by evaluating D2y at the discrete set of mesh

points Xj, j = 1, • • ■, N. Also consider the vector

JV

E tikyk

v2

N

E h>y**=i

JV

E tNkyk

Definition. If

(4.1) E tot = wí + y" + o(*')
k-i

for j = 1, • • -, N, then the matrix P approximates the differential operator D2

to order <r.

This definition can be used as a basis for the selection of w¡ and a,,- for formulas

(3.1) and (3.2) respectively. To see this let us require that w¡ and ffy be chosen in

such a way that the numerical method is of order <r. Let us further require that

(4.2)
JV+l

y/ = A-1 E aayt + 0(*').
7c-0

i.e., that (3.2) be an approximation formula also of order a. This means that

the aik must satisfy the equations

(4.3)
JV+l

EM*-»?-»!,   0» = o, i, ■■■,0-).
t-0
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For, if we expand y* about y„ we get

h"
yk = E (* - iYy^ -,

«-o Í»!

and thus, in (4.2),

JV+l oo   r JV+l -j tM_i

Ä-1 E a*yk = E     D«a(t- *)"   y.'"1 —r
*=o )i=o L *=o J /*•

from which (4.3) follows.

Using the same procedure, and recalling that yo = yjv+i = 0, we can write

the left side of equation (4.1) as

n N+l f      r JV+i     -i r JV+l -i

E (»yk - E 'i*^* = I yy   L *a  + y/h \ T, (k - j)t]k
k-i o l      L ¿-o      J L *=o J

A« rN+1 1

Thus we have from equation (3.8)

JV r JV+l JV+l -|

£ tjty* = yA E (- G/ ¿ w,«,-,«.-* + sA*)
t-i L fc-o ¡=o J

r JV+i jv+i -i

+ y,'Ä      E   (* — j)(— Gy E Wißiflik + g,-«,-*)
L ¡fc-0 i-0 J

IP r jv+i jv+i n

+ y/'^   Z (k~j)2(- G} E «*»«<*« + qßik)

+ •••■

Now we are in a position to treat (4.1) as an identity in y, and its derivatives

by using the last equation. By equating coefficients of y¿ and its derivatives up

to y('+1), we obtain

JV+l JV+l

E (- Gj E w&ifiik + QjSjk) = qj,
*=0 t=0

JV+l JV+l

E  (k — j)(- Gj E Wiai/iik + qfijk) = 0,
7c—0 t=0

2

and

JV+l JV+l

E  (k - j)2(- Gj E wio-ijaik + qfijk) = 1,

JV+l JV+l

E  (k -j)T(- Gj E Wjaiflik + qj8jk) = 0,
¡fc-0 i=0
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where t = 3, • • •, o- + 1. Since

JV+l

E qAk = ?,-.
*-0

and

(A - j)8jk = 0,

and using the definition of Gj, these become

N+l JV+l

E   W.«,y  E   «¿fc = 0,
t-0 fc-0

JV+l JV+l

E «\a<y E «.* (k — j) = 0,
¿=0 k=0

JV+l JV+l

E w.«»y E aifc(fc - j)2 = -2wy,
i=0 7c-0

and

JV+l JV+l

E «Wü E a¿*(¿ — jY = 0,
i-0 *-o

where t = 3, • • -, a + 1.

A further simplification results if we use equation (4.3), i.e., if we make use

of the fact that the a,y give us an approximation to the derivative of order <r.

For we can write

JV+l JV+l

E aik(k-j)" =  E aikiik - i) + (i-j)]»

JV+l

=   E Oa[(* - iY + M(* - i')^' -j) + • '
*—o

= p(i-j)"-K

With this result our equations become

N+l

E Wh =
i-0

JV+l

E w&n(j - i) =
i-0

and

JV+l

E v>0a(j - i)T = o   (t
i=0

■+p(k-i)(i-j)*-i + a-jY]

o,

■■ Wj,

= 2, ■ ■ -, a),
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or simply

(4.4)

JV+l

E   V)&ij(j - i)T  = WySir      (r = 0,  • • ■ , a).

In these equations j = 1, ■ ■ ■, N.

Thus if we select a.y and w¡ satisfying equations (4.3) and (4.4) our method

will give an approximation of order a.

5. The First Order Approximation. In this case a- = 1 and equations (4.3)

and (4.4) become

(5.1)

and

(5.2)

JV+l

E o,ik = o,
7c=0

iV+1

E aih(k - i) = 1    (* = 0
7c=0

N+l

E Wa = 0,
i-0

iV+1),

JV+l

E w,aij(j - i) = Wj    (j = 1, • ■ ■, N),

respectively. Note that equations (5.1) give conditions on the rows of the matrix

(aik) whereas equations (5.2) give conditions on the columns (except for the first

and last) of the same matrix.

It is easily verified that the matrix

(5.3)    (aik)

•1 1

0 -1

0 0
0 0

0 0
1 0

-1 1

0 -1

0
0

0
1

and Wi satisfying

(5.4)
Wjv+i = 0,

Wi = Wi+i    (i = 0,

-1

0
0
0

N - 1)

0
1

0    -1
0    -1

constitute a solution of (5.1) and (5.2), i.e., equations (5.3) and (5.4) give us

aik and w< for the first order case.

Equation (5.3) states that we use the simple first order forward difference

formula

(Vi+i - Vi)/h + [y/W2!) + y/3)(A2/3!) + •••].
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for i — 0, • • •, N, and the simple first order backward difference formula

y/ = (yi - yt-ù/h - [*"(*/«!) - y^(h2/3\) + ■■■],

for i = N + 1. Equations (5.4) indicate that the quadrature formula to use is the

simple first order "Rectangle Rule"

(5.5) P f(x)dx = wiT.fi- Ui'W2) + ••■]•
Ja ¿_q

Obviously

wi = (ô-o)/(iV+l) =h,

since (5.5) must hold for f(x) = 1.

6. The Second Order Approximation. In this case a = 2 and equations (4.3)

and (4.4) become

JV+l

E a* = o,

(6.1)

and

(6.2)

JV+l

E a>ik(k — i) = 1,
ifc-0

JV+l

E fla(i - iY = 0     (* - 0,
*-o

JV+l

E   WiO.y = 0,
i-0

JV+l

E W,«iy(j - i) = Wj,
i-0

N+l),

JV+l

E «M»«(j - i)2 = 0
i-0

Ü-1. ••-.*).

respectively.

It has been shown by Gregory [2] that when N is odd a solution to equations

(6.1) and (6.2) is given by the matrix (aik) of the form

-3/2      2   -1/2      0      0 0 0
-1/2      0      1/2      0     0 0 0

1/4 -10 1   -1/4 0 0
0 0  -1/2      0      1/2 0 0
0 0      1/4-10 1 -1/4

(6.3)    (aih) =

0 -1/2 0
0         1/4 -1
0         0 0
0         0 0

1/2     0     0
0 1-1/4

-1/2     0      1/2
1/2 -2     3/2
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and the «\ are given by

(6.4)

Wi = 4wo,

w2 = 2wo,

w3 = 4to0,

Wjv_i = 2wo,

Wn = 4wo,

Wjv+i = w0.

If N is even the solutions differ only in the last four rows of the matrix (a,*)

and the last four values of wit i.e.,

-3/2  2 -1/2  0     0    0
-1/2  0  1/2  0     0    0

1/4 -1  0   1    -1/4   0

(6.5) (aik) =

and

0 -1/2   0 1/2   0    0    0
0   4/17 -16/17 -3/34 18/17 -9/34  0
0   0     0 -1/3 -1/2   1 -1/6
0   0     0 -1/6   0 -1/2   2/3
0   0     0 1/3 -1/2 -1    7/6

Wi = iwo,

w2 — 2wo,

(6.6)

Wn-í = 2wo,

wn-3 = 4a»o,

17
WjV-2 = — Wo,

o

WN-i  = — Wo,
o

Wn = — wo,
o

27

8
27

8
9

Wn+i
8

Wo.

Equations (6.6) can be interpreted as a quadrature formula consisting of Simp-

son's Rule for all but the last three intervals and the "3/8 Rule" for the last three

intervals. This special treatment at the end is due to the fact that Simpson's

Rule can only be used with an odd number of mesh points and here N is even.

In a later section the solutions of equations (3.7), where Lq is defined by

equation (3.4) for the first and second order approximations, will be compared
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to the characteristic values and values of the characteristic functions at the mesh

points of the Sturm-Liouville system described by the equation

d2y
(6.7) g + X, - 0

with the boundary conditions

(6.8) y(0) = y(l) = 0

and the normalization condition

(6.9) /
y2 dx = 1.

This simple example for which the solutions are known to be

(6.10) X„ = tV

(6.11) y„ = V2 sin iras;

will be used in the discussion of the effectiveness of Methods I and II.

7. Method II. We now turn our attention to the derivation of the algebraic

characteristic value problem associated with Method II. In this method, instead

of approximating the quadratures occurring in (2.2) by mechanical formulas, the

unknown solution y(x) itself is replaced by an approximating function Y(x). The

approximating function Y(x) is defined in terms of N + 2 parameters y¡ in a

manner such that Y(x) assumes the value y¡ at the mesh point x¡, i.e., Y(x¡) = y¡

(j = 0, • • -, N + 1). More specifically, in each interval x¡ < x < Xi+i the ap-

proximating function Y(x) is defined to be a polynomial Yi(x) of degree m passing

through yi and m other prescribed nearby ordinates. The boundary conditions

(1.2) determine two of the ordinates in terms of the others. Then the integral

(cf., equation (2.2))

(7.1) 7(F) =   P (F2 - qY2 - \rY2)dx

is a function of the values y¡ assumed by Y(x) at N distinct selected points. Re-

quiring that the approximating function Y(x) be an extremal of (7.1) leads,

without further approximations, to an algebraic characteristic value problem de-

termining N sets of values for X and the ordinates yy.

The polynomials Yi(x) defining the function Y(x) are given by the Lagrange

interpolation formula

(7.2) Yi(x) =    {X ~_ **:';•; f -_*ü   y, + • • •

(X - Xi,)   ■■■   (X - Xi^j

\Xim Xig)       •    •    •       \Xim Xim_¡)
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where 4 = i + k — U (k = 0, 1, • • • ,m) and the U are chosen such that Y(x) is

given by "forward" or "backward" interpolation formulas near the end points

and by nearly "central" formulas at interior points and such that the interpolation

polynomials are chosen symmetrically with respect to the midpoint (a + ft)/2.

More specifically, in obtaining the numerical results reported in this paper N

is odd and the choice of the ordinates through which each F,(x) is required to

pass is equivalent to the following rules determining the single integer /,•

for i < \m — 1

for \m — 1 < * < \N

for \N < i < N + 1 - \m

for i > N + 1 - \m.

Henceforth we shall assume that the mesh points Xi are equally spaced with

Xo = a, xn+i = ft and xi+i — *< = h = (ft — a)/(N + 1).

Since each Yi(x) depends linearly upon the ordinates y¡, its derivatives do

also. Hence we may write for the rth derivative of Yi(x) at xf

(7.4) -.YM(xi) = Z«irjyj.
r\ y=l

For fixed values of i and r, at most m + 1 of the coefficients a\j are different

from zero. The summation in (7.4) extends from j = 1 to j = N since y0 and

yjv+i may be determined in terms of the others by the boundary conditions (1.2).

The aVy thus will in general depend upon the boundary conditions. In the special

case where a2 = ß2 = 0, however, we have ya = y¿v+i = 0, and the aVy are rational

numbers which can be expressed as integers divided by ml From (7.4) it follows

by Taylor's theorem that

m    N

(7.5) Yi(x) = ZZ h-'a\jyj(x - *«)'.
r=0 j'=l

We shall discuss the determination of the quantities aVy in the next section.

In the remainder of this section we assume that they are known and evaluate

equation (7.1) for

(7.6) Y(x) = Yi(x)    Xi < x < Xi+i

where Yt(x) is given by equation (7.5).

Substituting equation (7.6) into (7.1) gives

N   rxi+i
/(F) = E {[E E rh-'a\jyj(x - Xi)''1]2

(•j y\ i=o J*¡ r    j

- íq(x) + Xr(x)][E E h-'a\,yj(x - x,Y]2\dx.
r      i

(7.3)

/,• = *

\m - 2 < k < \m - 1

\m < k < \m + 1
li = i + m — N — 1
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If we define

(7.8)

(7.9)

(7.10)

(7.11)

pi'<=^iri(*-*<)r+,~2^

l     Cxi+1

Q'rt = S+5J Jx q(x) (X - XiY+> dx,

i    Cxi+i
rt = ^+7 J       r(x) (x - XiY+t dx,R

Ljk = E   E aVy(PV, - Q'rtWtj,
i—0 r,l—0

(7.12)

equation (7.7) becomes

JV       m

Djk = E   E «VyPSV«*,
i—0 r,i=0

/(F) =   E   (£# - X£>yt)yyy*.
J.i-0

The extrema of I(Y) are determined by the numbers yy satisfying

JV JV

(7.13) E Ljkyk = X E Djkyk.
7c—1 Jc—1

for j = 1, • • •, N. This equation may be written in matrix notation as

(7.14) LY = \DY

when Y is the matrix of a single column :

Vi

Y =     ■

.7jv.

8. Determination of a*ry. Formulas for the determination of the numbers

a'rj may be obtained by differentiation of equation (7.2) and using the boundary

conditions. However, as will be shown below we may also determine these quan-

tities by a double induction, one on the index i and one on the degree of the

polynomials involved. For simplicity in the ensuing discussion we assume that

we are dealing with the special boundary conditions

(8.1) yo = yjv+i = 0.

Similar methods apply in the case of general boundary conditions.
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We first discuss the inductive procedure we use to determine the a°ry which

are defined by the equation

,8 9Ï KYo"(xo)      *+l
(8.2) -j-= E oL°T,y¡

r- y-o

where Fo(r) (xo) is the rth derivative of the polynomial Fo (x) evaluated at x = xa.

By definition Yo(x) is the rath degree Lagrange polynomial passing through

yo,yu ■■-,ym-

Let P,(x) be the 5th degree Lagrange polynomial passing through y0, yi, • • •, y,.

Then

Ko(*) - Pm(x).

We note that

(8.3) Po(x) m y0.

In general we have

(8.4) P.(x) = É P.k(x)yk
k=0

where

(X - Xp)  ■ ■ ■  (X - Xk-l) (X - St+i)  • • •   (x - x.)
(8.5) p.k(x) =-—--•

(Xk — Xo)  •■ •   (Xk — Xk-l) (Xk — Xk+l)  ■ ■■   (Xk — x.)

We may also write

• P,w(«p)
P»W = E-j— (* - *0)r

r-0        rl

where P,(T)(x0) is the rth derivative of Pa(x) evaluated at x = x0. We may further

write

r\
(8.6) 7jP.(r)(*o) = E ß'rkyk.

Then

(8.7) oPrj = F"rj

and

(8.8) & - JxP%y(f)-

It follows from equations (8.4) and (8.5) that

(8.9) p.+ik = --^^P./«    ¿<s + l
Xk — X.+i
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,. 1/Vl      . (x - X.) (x. - Xq) (x, - Xi) ■■■  (X, - S,.i)
(8.10)    p,+i „+i =-- p„(x)

(Xt+i — X,)  (x,+i — Xo) (x,+ i — Xi) ■ ■ ■  (x,+i — X,_i)

(x - X,)
P»(x),

h(s + 1)

the last equation holding when the intervals are equal in length.

Differentiating equations (8.9) and (8.10) r times we have

P?+ik(x) = Z^2-P$(x) +-p%-l\x)
Xk — X.+ i Xk — X,+i

»»••+• <*>-¡^^<*>+«r+i)''!:~,,<*>-
In view of equation (8.8) these equations may be written as

(8.11) ßrt1 =     't1 , Ä* - -¡-J—i Ä-1 *
5 + 1— ft 5+1— ß

ßls+l  =   —        ,    « ßls +       ,    , 0r-l.
5 + 1 *' + S +  1

It follows from equation (8.3) that

ÄX) =  1

ß°rk == 0    r * 0, k ft 0.

These equations together with equations (8.11) define ß\j and hence oSj in view

of equation (8.7).

To obtain formulas by which the ajy may be computed for i > 0 we consider

first the case in which Yi(x) and Yi+i(x) are the same polynomial. The d,, and

the of/1 then determine the derivatives of this polynomial at xt and x<+i respec-

tively. Since Yi(x) = Yi+i(x) we have in particular

-. YP(Xi+i) =~.YfU(Xi+i).
r\ r\

Now

Kir)(*i+i) = E Kf (*()
(t~r)\

hr m /I h'

r! (_r H(£ — r)! i!

í!        ^    •
= E -77;-r. E awy/.

Since - rfli = E <#"'yy it follows that
r i-l

(8-12) <#'-£        "       «&■
,„Trl(t-r)\
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If N is chosen to be an odd integer and if the ordinates through which each Yi(x)

is required to pass are chosen in accordance with (7.3) then (8.12) is applicable

for i < \m — 2 and for i > N + 1 — \m.
When the ordinates through which Yi(x) and Yi+i(x) are chosen in the same

way, as for example when Yi+i(x) passes through y¿_i, y¿, and yt+1 and Yi+i(x)

passes through y¡, y,+i, and y<+2, then clearly

i+i        «
Orj      = drj-i.

This formula is applicable, in accordance with (7.3), except near the end points

and at the midpoint xu, where M = \(N + 1). If m is even we find that Ym(x)

= Yu-i(x) so that (8.12) applies. If m is odd then it follows from (7.3) that

Ym(x) = ■ Ym-2(x) so that the induction formula (8.12) must be used twice. Noting
M-l

Orj+lthat aííll = cä ~2 we have

m                -\ m f\
M   _   v-_f :_y _        *•       _     M-X

,=Tr\(s ~ r)\l=,s\(t- s)\

when m is odd. Summarizing these results

• ^ m
i <-2~ 2

** - IrtSr^i« tor   i>N+1-1
i = M — 1, if m is even

2

ï^1 = <¿j-i for

- - 2 < î < Jf - 1

M-2<t*<JV+l
m~2

where, again, N is odd and M = \(N + 1). These equations together with our

previous results for determining the a°ry constitute a means for computing the

coefficients aVy for i = 0, • • •', N; r *= 0, • • •, m ; and j = 1, • • •, N for the bound-

ary conditions y (a) — y (ft) =0 when Ar is chosen to be odd.

9. The Computation Procedure. Both Method I and Method II lead to alge-

braic problems of the type given by equation (7.13). In the former case the

matrix D is diagonal and various simplifications occur. For both methods the

computation proceeds in two similar steps: (1) computing the elements of the

matrices L and D, and (2) solving equations (7.13) for X and the yy.

In Method I the matrix L is determined from the matrices <z,y given by equa-

tions (5.3) or (6.3) in accordance with equation (3.4).

In Method II step (1) begins with the computation of a°ry. We have initially

a matrix with m + 1 columns, r = 0, • • •, m and N + 1 rows, j = 0, ■ ■ ■, N,
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only the element (0,0) being different from 0. Then the transpose of the matrix

||a°rj|| is computed using the formulas derived in section 8. Thereafter the first

row is no longer needed (assuming boundary conditions y (a) = y (ft) =0). Then

we have routines which perform the following functions: (1) compute ||a*ry|| from

Hai/"11| using equations (8.13) ; (2) compute the matrix ||P* — Q'\\ using equations

(7.8) and (7.9); (3) matrix multiplication E¡"=o aV,(Pv, - Q\t) ; (4) matrix

multiplication Ef=o "'«[Er-o arj(Pirt — Qirt)] and addition of the result to the

previous partial sum; (5) compute the matrix ||P*|| using equations (7.10);

(6) (master routine) step * and repeat until i — N + 1. Routines (3) and (4) are

used to form the partial sums for both L and D. Likewise (3) and (5) may con-

veniently be combined into a single routine. Since ||P' — Q*||, WR'W are both sym-

metric and can use the same storage locations, since L and D are symmetric, and

since ||ái||r- ||P' — Q{\\ and Ha'p-HP"'!! can use the same storage locations, a

total of \(m + \)(m + 2) + N(N + 1) + 2N(m + 1) matrix storage locations

are required. It is also time-saving to store the integers 0! through ml for use in

computing the ||ot'||.

If the functions q(x) and r(x) are symmetric with respect to x = \(a + ft)

it is time-saving to choose N to be odd and carry out the "integration" only

from xM = i (a + ft) to Xn+i = ft. Then the correct result is obtained by replacing

the elements Ljk(Djk) and Ljv_y+i,jv-/c+i(P/jv-y+i,jv-fc+i) both by their sum for

j,k < M. In obtaining the numerical results reported in this paper this procedure

was followed. The matrix aMry was computed utilizing a numerical differentiating

routine which uses polynomial approximations, but a procedure similar to that

outlined for obtaining a°ry could have been followed.

In both methods, the scheme used in step (2) for solving the equation

Ly = \Dy

begins with the computation of the characteristic values and characteristic vectors

of the matrix D, to obtain the decomposition D = UTAU, where A is a diagonal

matrix containing the characteristic values of D and U is a unitary matrix con-

taining its characteristic vectors. Then

l(A-iUT)TL(A-*UT)](UA*Y) = X(t/A*F).

The matrix shown in brackets is computed and then diagonalized to obtain

the characteristic values X and the vectors UA*Y. The characteristic vectors

Y = A^iUT(UAiY) are then computed. Both diagonalizations are done by the

Jacobi method (see Gregory [3]). However for Method I advantage is taken of the

fact that D is already a diagonal matrix.

Since, except for the factor rt in the definition of P\t, the elements P\t, Q'n,

RKt depend only on the sum r + t and i, a total of (N + 1) (6m + 2) quadratures,

each over an interval of length h, are required. Computing the matrices L and D

requires a total of m(N + 1)(N2 + N + 2m) multiplications. The most trouble-

some term in this expression is mN3 ; this is to be compared with 50NS, which is

approximately the number of multiplications required in the two diagonalizations.

Thus the time required to compute the elements of L and D is small in comparison

to the time required to solve the equation Ly = \Dy.
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10. Numerical Results and Their Discussion. In this section we shall report

and discuss the results obtained by applying Methods I and II to the example

given by equations (6.7) to (6.9). The results are given in tabular form. Each

entry represents the value of 100 (X** — \k)/\k where X* is the characteristic

value as computed from equation (6.10) with n = k and \k* is the fcth approxi-

mate characteristic value obtained by solving the equation

Ly = \Dy.

Results on the comparison of the yi which satisfy the above equation and

y(xi) computed from equation (6.11) are also available but not reported herein

because of space limitations.

Table 1. 100(\k* - \k)/\kfrom Method I with N = 19

¿=12 34 56 78 9

1st Order        4.97 4.29 3.16 1.60       - .37     -2.75       -5.49     -8.59     -11.99
2nd Order .00     - .03*     - .15     - .47*     -1.17     -2.46*     -4.60     -7.89     -12.60
2nd Order*       .00 .00*     - .14     - .47*     -1.17     -2.45*     -4.60     -7.88     -12.59

Not all the computed X*'s are reported in these tables. In case N = 19 we

give nine X* and in case N = 9 we give five X*. The reason for this is that the true

characteristic values X„ for n > 10 when N = 19 and n > 5 when N = 9 corre-

spond to functions which have a maximum within the first interval used. Hence

any approximation of this function by the value of its ordinate at the end of the

interval will not be a reasonable one and would be expected to lead to poor

results, as was found to be the case.

In Table 1 which contains the results obtained by the use of Method I with

N — 19 still an additional selection principle was used in choosing the value of

Xjfc* reported. The first nine values of X* which were associated with values of yi*,

Table 2. 100 (X** - \k)/\kfrom Method II with N = 9

m/k 12 3 4 5

2 .018 .309 1.249 4.192 7.498
3 .001 .052 .645 2.224 7.299
4 .000 .015 .022 .323 1.945
5 .000 .000 .019 .104 .767
6 .000 .000 .003 .106 .383
7 .000 .000 .000 .028 .723
8 .000 .000 .000 .004 .203

such that a continuous function passing through these ordinates would have the

same number of zeros as the corresponding solution of the Sturm-Liouville

equation, were used. That is, the known oscillation properties of solutions of

Sturm-Liouville systems were used to distinguish between "true" approximations

to Xfc and "spurious" ones when two close values of \k* were obtained. The entries

marked with an asterisk in Table 1 were one of a pair of computed values of X*

which were numerically close.

The first line of Table 1 contains the results obtained by using the first order

expressions for a,y and Wi (equations (5.3) and (5.4) in equation (3.4)). The second

line was obtained by using the second order expressions for an and w, (equations
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(6.3) and (6.4)). The third line was obtained by modifying the even rows in the

body of the matrix in equation (6.3) so that they are of the form

2~n    -(i + 2-14)    0    (Í + 2-")    -2-"

instead of

0    -§    0    |    0.

The fact that the entries of the third row are uniformly smaller than those of

the second shows that there is no advantage to be obtained in Method I by

requiring the aiy and w¡ to be chosen so that the resulting algebraic equation is a

second order approximation to the original differential equation. Indeed this

example shows that by modifying the a¿y and w¡ satisfying this condition, so that

the condition is violated, better results can be obtained.

Table 2 gives the results obtained by using Method II. The entries in a single

row correspond to a fixed value of m labelling that row. As was pointed out earlier,

the total computation time is not seriously changed as m is increased from 2 to 8.

By using m = 8 one can obtain all the characteristic values one has a right to

expect to get with an accuracy less than or equal to .203 per cent.

Table 3. 100(\k* - \t)/\kfrom Modified Method II (with m = 2)

£=12 3 4 5 6789

TV =19 .00 -.01 - .05 - .13 -    .32        -.67      -1.39      -3.09      -7.53
N = 9 -.010 -.137 -.655 ,-3.075 -18.943
N = 9 .011 .126 .389           .674           1.34
N = 9 .018 .308 1.249         4.192           7.498

The first two rows in Table 3 contain results obtained by using a modification

of Method II. In the first row of this table N = 19 and in the last three rows

N = 9. The last row of Table 3 is the first row of Table 2. The modifications

referred to are the following : The polynomials Fi (x) used to replace the functions

y(x) in the integral (2.2) are such that

Yo(x) = P2(x)

Yi+i(xi+i) = Yi(xi+i)

Y'i+i(xi+i) = Yi'(xi+i).

Further, for the first two rows of Table 3 the matrix D is made diagonal by

evaluating

ry2dxf
by means of Simpson's rule instead of replacing y(x) by Y(x) defined above.

This last approximation procedure means that the computation time required

for solving the equation

Ly = \Dy

is markedly decreased. However, it is no longer true that the \k* are always

greater than the X*.
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On comparing the second and fourth rows of Table 3 we see that for the first

four characteristic values the results obtained from the modified Method II are

better than those given by the unmodified one for N = 9. Other computations

have shown that this result does not hold for m ^ 2 if the class of admissible

function is defined so as to have continuous derivatives at the points x = x; and

if the matrix D is evaluated as in Method II.

In the third row of Table 3 the matrix D is evaluated as in Method II where

the admissible functions are defined as for the first two rows.

The numerical results, although obtained only for a particular simple example,

would seem to justify the use of the methods discussed above for the solution of

more complicated Sturm-Liouville problems. They should be supplemented by a

test for the accuracy of the results obtained for the characteristic values and

characteristic functions applicable to problems for which the solution is not

known. Various such tests are under investigation and will be reported on

subsequently.
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On the Numerical Evaluation of the Stokes*
Stream Function

1. Introduction. In the study of axially symmetric problems in fluid dynamics,

the Stokes' stream function, that is, the function which satisfies

(1.1) UXX-Uy   +   Uyy    =    0, V    ̂     0,
y

is of considerable interest. This function is constant on the streamlines.

The problem to be considered is a Dirichlet type problem. Let G be a closed,

bounded, simply connected plane region whose interior is denoted by R and

whose boundary curve is denoted by 5. Let G not contain any point where y = 0.


